
The PARCO Group is comprised primarily of PARCO CO., LTD., whose main business is the PARCO Complex 
Business Group, which manages commercial facilities, and which also develops the Business Format Creation 
Business Group to strengthen and expand the real estate business, as well as the Entertainment Business, 
New Business Promotion Group, Business Collaboration Group and Overseas Business; PARCO SPACE SYSTEMS 
CO., LTD., which provides comprehensive solutions that include space creation and building management; 
NEUVE A CO., LTD., which manages popular boutiques and specialty stores; and PARCO Digital Marketing CO., 
LTD., which provides web-related consulting and develops effective apps and services that utilize digital tools.

PARCO CO., LTD.

PARCO SPACE SYSTEMS CO., LTD.
Provision of solutions based on space creation, operations, and management

Web / ICT utilization support to commercial facilities and 
specialty store companies

H.I.S. The ROOM of journey
(Ikebukuro PARCO Main Building M2 floor)
Space design, display presentation, light-
ing design, and interior construction

PARCO Complex Business Group
Business Format Creation Business Group
Real Estate Strategy Group
Entertainment Business
New Businesses Promotion Group
Business Collaboration Group
Overseas Business

Shibuya PARCO

Supporting new commercial space 
fusing the real and the digital

PARCO Digital Marketing CO., LTD.

NEUVE A CO., LTD.
Development and operation of 
retail stores for watches, glasses, 
cosmetics, and men’s and ladies’ 
general merchandise

TiCTAC (Kinshicho PARCO 2nd floor)

About the PARCO Group
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PARCO CO., LTD.

As a commercial developer, PARCO CO., LTD. functions as a hybrid business model that combines retail 
and real estate operations. On the retail side, the company seeks to improve the sales of each tenant by 
enhancing the appeal of new shopping complex additions through renovation, attracting customers through 
advertisement and sales promotion activities, and by offering detailed tenant support. On the real estate 
side, it involves market surveys of store areas, planning proposals, tenant selection and environment design 
that fit the concept, and store management. While focusing on the development and operation of PARCO 
locations, the company promotes development of ZERO GATE and other new business models. It is also 
actively involved in fostering new businesses and promoting overseas operations.

One of the main characteristics that distinguishes the PARCO 
Group’s core PARCO Complex Business is our equal partner-
ship with tenants. We view our tenants as partners with whom 
we can grow and develop by virtue of our mutually shared 

values. Through strong ties of trust with tenants, we build 
win-win relationships in which the growth of tenant businesses 
supports our continued growth as well.

Customer

Reputation and trust

Customers,  
brand image

Product sales
Customers, 

 shopping

TenantPARCO

Building “Win-Win” Relationships through Strong Ties of Trust with Tenants

Equal partnership

Providing commercial spaces that 
are welcoming, forward-thinking, 

and innovative

924 companies/ 
2,178 tenants
(As of May 31, 2020)
*  The number of tenants 

excludes short-term contracts.

Equal Partnership

Under store lease agreements, the PARCO Complex Business 
is responsible for advertising, sales promotion and other mar-
keting activities. PARCO receives the gross sales that these 
tenants generate through sales to customers as sales deposits. 
After a certain period of time, PARCO pays tenants the amount 
after deduction of commission and other items from the sales 
deposits. This system has the advantages of eliminating the 
risks of carrying inventories and bad debt. Commissions are 
based on a declining rate system, with commissions fixed up to 
an established reference sales amount and a lower rate apply-

ing beyond that reference sales amount. The establishment of 
a reference sales amount hedges the risk of stagnant sales. The 
application of a diminishing rate to sales offers advantages to 
both the tenant and to PARCO. If tenant sales from customer 
purchases increase due to the tenant’s sales efforts, the tenant’s 
commission rate decreases. At the same time, PARCO’s com-
mission income increases in terms of the absolute amount.
 In contrast to PARCO-operations, in the ZERO GATE busi-
ness there are no sales promotions at the complex level, and 
profits come from rental revenue.

PARCO Complex Business Profit Structure

ZERO GATE Business Profit Structure

Tenant Customer

Advertising and sales promotion activities

Sales from customer purchases

Payments after cancellation of 
commissions and operation expenses

Daily sales deposit

Sales activities

PARCO

Tenant Customer
Sales from customer purchasesRental fee

Sales activitiesProperty development

PARCO

Profit Structure for the PARCO Complex Business and ZERO GATE Business

  www.parco.co.jp/en/
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PARCO Card and  
POCKET PARCO linked

What you can do on POCKET PARCO

See your rank and 
point total!

Fashion and 
entertainment news 

that can be read 
in a minute

Recommendations 
from shop staff 

delivered!

Convenient and fun 
shopping on the app!

PARCO is working to further enhance communication with cus-
tomers by strengthening initiatives using information and commu-
nications technology (ICT). By establishing digital infrastructure 
for our complexes we are enabling them to create new con-
sumer experiences, make secure and comfortable shopping 
even more fun, and provide a variety of enhanced services.
 In online operations, we’ve developed a unique strategy for 
customer relations management (CRM) that cuts across brick-
and-mortar and digital, using POCKET PARCO, our official 
smartphone app, as a shopping and communication tool that 
keeps us connected with customers 24 hours a day. POCKET 
PARCO has a “My page” function for PARCO Points, our shop-
ping points program, where customers can see their point 
total, shopping history, rank by annual usage, and settlement 
amount. In addition, POKEPARU PAYMENT, PARCO’s own QR/

barcode settlement service, can be used with POCKET 
PARCO, and when customers apply for our house credit card, 
PARCO Card, through the app, they can use POKEPARU PAY-
MENT while waiting for their new card to arrive. (This service 
has also been started as of September 2020 for PARCO Cards 
not issued via the app and some Saison credit cards.) More-
over, POCKET PARCO provides information on PARCO shop-
ping centers as well as unique entertainment information, 
seasonal fashions, promotional content for regions where 
PARCO is located and more via PARCO Journal, an owned 
media channel. It also features Shop News, which is content 
specific to individual stores presented as blogs written by shop 
staff. POCKET PARCO is linked as well to PARCO ONLINE 
STORE, PARCO’s official shopping site, which allows for a fun 
shopping experience within the app.

ICT for Enhanced Communication

  https://point.parco.jp/pocketparco/

PARCO official smartphone app
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In each market where PARCO shopping complexes open, we utilize a different store concept. In order to be able to respond quickly 
and precisely to the constant changes in the environments of each location, we group the 17 shopping complexes* according to 
function based on their target market characteristics. After categorizing a complex as either a City Complex or a Community Com-
plex, the next step in building a robust revenue base is to optimize product composition and operation methods at each facility to 
suit the applicable customer base.
 We are promoting the diversification of development schemes, in the PARCO and ZERO GATE formats and in new formats, to 
acquire sites in primarily urban areas where we have not yet opened complexes.

*Does not include Shinsaibashi PARCO scheduled to open in November 2020.

Store Development by the PARCO Complex Business and ZERO GATE Business

■

■

■
■

■ 

■

■

■

■
■

■

■

■
■Chofu PARCO

Shin-Tokorozawa 
PARCO

Hibarigaoka PARCO

Urawa PARCO

Ikebukuro PARCO

Shibuya PARCO

Kawasaki ZERO GATE

Shibuya ZERO GATE

Harajuku ZERO GATE

Pedi SHIODOME

Tsudanuma PARCO

PARCO_ya

Kinshicho PARCOKichijoji PARCO

 ■

■
■ ■

■
■ ■■■ ■■

■

■

 ■
■

Sendai PARCO

Sapporo PARCO ■

Nagoya ZERO GATE

Kyoto ZERO GATE

Hiroshima ZERO GATE2

Shizuoka 
PARCO

Matsumoto PARCO

Nagoya PARCO

Shinsaibashi PARCO
(Due to open in November 2020)

Shinsaibashi ZERO GATE

Dotonbori ZERO GATE

Sannomiya  
ZERO GATE

Hiroshima ZERO GATE

Hiroshima PARCO

Fukuoka PARCO

SAN-A Urasoe West 
Coast PARCO CITY

■ Sapporo ZERO GATE

PARCO will secure predominance in the market by providing well-informed, active urban consumers with relevant themes and topics, while 
offering fashionable, innovative and enjoyable lifestyle propositions. We will also lay the foundation for new business by pursuing unique 
collaborations with tenants, creators and companies in other industries.

Sapporo PARCO

3-3 Minami-Ichijo Nishi, Chuo-ku,
Sapporo City, Hokkaido  
B2F–8F
OPEN  24 August, 1975

https://sapporo.parco.jp

Sendai PARCO

1-2-3 Chuo, Aoba-ku, Sendai City, Miyagi
Main Building: B1F–9F
OPEN  23 August, 2008

Sendai PARCO2:1F–9F
3-7-5 Chuo, Aoba-ku, Sendai City, Miyagi
OPEN  1 July, 2016

https://sendai.parco.jp

PARCO Complex Business: City Complexes

■ City Complexes
■ Community Complexes
■ ZERO GATE Business Group
■ Other New Formats
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Urawa PARCO

11-1 Higashi-Takasago-cho, Urawa-ku,  
Saitama City, Saitama
B1F–7F
OPEN  10 October, 2007

https://urawa.parco.jp

Kichijoji PARCO

1-5-1 Kichijoji-honcho,  
Musashino City, Tokyo
B2F–8F
OPEN  21 September, 1980

https://kichijoji.parco.jp

PARCO_ya

3-24-6 Ueno, Taito-ku, Tokyo
1F–6F
OPEN  4 November, 2017

https://parcoya-ueno.parco.jp

Shizuoka PARCO

6-7 Koyamachi, Aoi-ku,  
Shizuoka City, Shizuoka
B1F–8F
OPEN  15 March, 2007

https://shizuoka.parco.jp

Fukuoka PARCO

2-11-1 Tenjin, Chuo-ku,  
Fukuoka City, Fukuoka
Main Building: B1F–8F
OPEN  19 March, 2010

New Building: B2F–6F
OPEN  13 November, 2014

https://fukuoka.parco.jp

Chofu PARCO

1-38-1 Kojima-cho, Chofu City, Tokyo
B1F–10F
OPEN  25 May, 1989

https://chofu.parco.jp

Nagoya PARCO

3-29-1 Sakae, Naka-ku, Nagoya City, Aichi
West Building: B1F–11F
East Building: B1F–8F
OPEN  29 June, 1989

South Building: B1F–10F
OPEN  6 November, 1998

PARCO midi: 1F–3F
OPEN  27 March, 2015

https://nagoya.parco.jp

Shibuya PARCO

15-1 Udagawa-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
B1F–10F
OPEN  22 November, 2019

https://shibuya.parco.jp

CLUB QUATTRO:
32-13 Udagawa-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
4F–5F
OPEN  28 June, 1988

www.club-quattro.com

Hiroshima PARCO

10-1 Hondori, Naka-ku,  
Hiroshima City, Hiroshima
Main Building: B1F–10F
OPEN  9 April, 1994

New Building: B1F–9F
OPEN  21 September, 2001

https://hiroshima.parco.jp

Kinshicho PARCO

4-27-14 Kotobashi, Sumida-ku, Tokyo
1F–7F
OPEN  16 March, 2019

https://kinshicho.parco.jp

Ikebukuro PARCO

1-28-2 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo
Main Building: B2F–8F
OPEN  23 November, 1969

P’PARCO: B2F–8F
OPEN  10 March, 1994

https://ikebukuro.parco.jp

Shinsaibashi PARCO

1-8-3 Shinsaibashi-suji, Chuo-ku,  
Osaka City, Osaka
B2F–14F * Excluding the rooftop floor

Due to open in November 2020

* Images are renderings.

Stores Opening in Fiscal 2020
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PARCO Complex Business: Community Complexes
This category of complex does not merely market fashion but will make proposals that respond to regional needs by taking into account 
such market characteristics as functionality and convenience. Facilities are multi-functional and multi-purpose, featuring a range of goods 
and services from food, general merchandise, appliances, school supplies, to sports goods. Various activities such as community events will 
be organized to attract customers from the local neighborhood.

Hibarigaoka PARCO

1-1-1 Hibarigaoka, Nishi-Tokyo City, Tokyo
B1F–5F
OPEN  8 October, 1993

https://hibarigaoka.parco.jp

Tsudanuma PARCO

2-18-1 Maebara-Nishi,  
Funabashi City, Chiba
A Building: B1F–6F
B Building: B1F–6F
OPEN  1 July, 1977

https://tsudanuma.parco.jp

Matsumoto PARCO

1-10-30 Chuo, Matsumoto City, Nagano
B1F–6F
OPEN  23 August, 1984

https://matsumoto.parco.jp

Shin-Tokorozawa PARCO

1-2-1 Midori-cho, Tokorozawa City, Saitama
PARCO: B1F–5F
Let’s: B1F–4F
OPEN  23 June, 1983

https://shintokorozawa.parco.jp

PARCO has been producing and proposing urban lifestyles centered on fashion, culture, and a variety of other themes. Now, the ZERO 
GATE business will propose new lifestyles and values based on the concepts of making a new beginning, or “ZERO,” followed by a “GATE,” 
which symbolizes making an entry to an urban area.

ZERO GATE Business
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Harajuku ZERO GATE

4-31-12 Jingumae, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
1F–4F
OPEN  17 March, 2018

Sapporo ZERO GATE

3-15-1 Minami-Nijo Nishi, Chuo-ku,  
Sapporo City, Hokkaido
B2F, 1F–4F
OPEN  26 February, 2016

Kawasaki ZERO GATE

1-1, Ogawa-cho, Kawasaki-ku,  
Kawasaki City, Kanagawa
1F–2F
OPEN  8 August, 2019

Nagoya ZERO GATE

3-28-11 Sakae, Naka-ku, Nagoya City, Aichi
1F–3F
OPEN  10 October, 2014

Kyoto ZERO GATE

83-1 Shijo Street Takakura Higashiiru,  
Tachiurinakanocho, Shimogyo-ku,  
Kyoto City, Kyoto
B2F–7F
OPEN   4 November, 2017

Shibuya ZERO GATE

16-9 Udagawa-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
B1F–4F
OPEN  16 April, 2011



Hiroshima ZERO GATE2

9-4 Hondori, Naka-ku,  
Hiroshima City, Hiroshima
1F–3F
OPEN  10 September, 2016

Sannomiya ZERO GATE

2-11-3 Sannomiya-cho, Chuo-ku,  
Kobe City, Hyogo
1F–4F
OPEN  14 September, 2018

SAN-A Urasoe West Coast PARCO CITY

3-1-1 Irijima, Urasoe-shi, Okinawa
Retail floors: 1F–3F
OPEN  27 June , 2019

www.parcocity.jp

Pedi SHIODOME

1-9-1 Higashi-Shinbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 
B2F–B1F, 2F
OPEN  16 February, 2005

www.pedi-s.com

(As of September 30, 2020)

Joint Project Other

Hiroshima ZERO GATE

2-7, Shintenchi, Naka-ku,  
Hiroshima City, Hiroshima
1F–3F
OPEN  10 October, 2013

Shinsaibashi ZERO GATE

1-9-1 Shinsaibashi-suji, Chuo-ku, 
Osaka City, Osaka
B2F–4F
OPEN  13 April, 2013
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1-8-22 Dotonbori, Chuo-ku,  
Osaka City, Osaka
1F–3F
OPEN  20 April, 2013



Ueno Frontier Tower 
Opened on November 4, 2017

Property at 3 Nishiki, Naka-ku, Nagoya City (planned) 
Due to open in 2026

The facility will be in the heart of the Sakae district on Otsu-dori 
avenue, home to many large commercial complexes and 
street-level establishments, including Matsuzakaya Nagoya, 
Nagoya PARCO and Nagoya ZERO GATE. The project will play 
a leading role in increasing the appeal and vitality of the dis-
trict while generating synergies with other Group properties.

With its extensive expertise in development and operation of urban commercial facilities, PARCO has succeeded to the real estate 
business (with some exceptions) of Daimaru Matsuzakaya Department Stores through an absorption-type company split in order to 
consolidate the assets of the J. FRONT RETAILING Group and integrate its operation, management and development functions. 
This transfer will enable the Group to make maximum use of PARCO’s business expertise, strengthen its business base and compet-
itiveness as a retail and real estate business group, and further raise management efficiency. Going forward, PARCO will lead the 
real estate business of the Group, promote joint development of stores, including large-scale commercial complexes, which was 
difficult for the two companies to accomplish individually, and promote effective utilization of land and buildings owned by the 
Group in order to further increase its corporate and brand value.

Parco Succeeds to the Real Estate Business (with Some Exceptions) of  
Daimaru Matsuzakaya Department Stores Through Absorption-type Company Split

Succession

Object of the Succession

J. FRONT RETAILING

Daimaru Matsuzakaya Department Stores PARCO

Real Estate Business
(Facilities related to department stores)

Real Estate Business

Major Facilities and Businesses to Be Transferred
 Facilities and businesses already developed
Ueno Frontier Tower, BINO GINZA, BINO OKACHIMACHI, 
BINO HIGASHINOTOIN, Comterrace Okachimachi,  
Comterrace Higashi-Shinsaibashi, Cross Ginza,  
Cattleya Plaza Isezaki and others

32 in total

 Properties and businesses to be developed in the future
The north wing of the Daimaru Shinsaibashi store, property 
at 3 Nishiki, Naka-ku, Nagoya City (planned), Nihon Seimei 
Sakae Building and others

15 in total

This new commercial facility combines the comprehensive 
strengths of the PARCO Group and the operational assets of 
J. FRONT RETAILING. As the companies’ first joint project, 
PARCO_ya occupies the first through sixth floors.

Courtesy of Mitsubishi Estate Co., Ltd.
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ENTERTAINMENT

PARCO Entertainment Since its establishment, PARCO has actively introduced new cultural offerings in the 
fields of theater, music, and art through our Entertainment Business, contributing to enriching the lifestyles of our 
customers. We produce varied, highly appealing content from the standpoints of theater, music, movies and publishing.  
In addition to multi-media productions, such as DVD and book versions of this content, and organizing collaborations, 
we also offer entertainment with real emotion and discovery. By communicating information on trends and creating 
added value through our Entertainment Business, we are contributing to the further improvement of our corporate 
brand.

Plays, musicals, dance performances and other productions are staged at 
PARCO Theater (Shibuya PARCO 8th floor) and other theaters around the 
country. Quality works are produced with talented creators and highly 
appealing actors.   https://stage.parco.jp/

PARCO Theater
Opening series
Three Consecutive Works 
by Koki Mitani

First
“Daichi” (Social Distancing Version)
Wednesday, July 1 to Saturday, August 8, 2020
Venue: PARCO Theater
Screenplay and direction: Koki Mitani
Cast:  You Ooizumi, Koji Yamamoto, Ryo Ryusei,  

Hideo Kurihara, Takashi Fujii, Tatsuomi Hamada,  
Yuta Ozawa, Marie, Kazuyuki Aijima, Kazuyuki Asano 
and Kazunaga Tsuji

Second
PARCO MUSIC STAGE
“Koki Mitani’s Show Girl” (Social Distancing Version)
Monday, July 27 to Friday, August 7, 2020
Venue: PARCO Theater
Screenplay, lyrics, composition, direction: Koki Mitani
Choreography: Kenichi Honma
Music, arrangement: Kiyoko Ogino
Cast: Jay Kabira and Sylvia Grab
Performers:  Kiyoko Ogino (piano), Shigeki Ippon (bass) and 

Ryoichi Kayatani (drums)

Third
Mitani Bunraku “Much Ado about Love Suicides”
Tuesday, August 13 to Tuesday, August 20, 2020
Venue: PARCO Theater
Screenplay and direction: Koki Mitani
Cast:  Takemoto Chitosedayu, Toyotake Rosetayu,  

Toyotake Mutsumidayu, Toyotake Yasutayu,  
Tsuruzawa Seisuke, Tsuruzawa Seishiro, Tsuruzawa Seijyo, 
Tsuruzawa Seiko, Yoshida Ichisuke, Yoshida Tamaka, 
Kiritake Montomi, Kiritake Monhide, Yoshida Tamase, 
Kiritake Monyoshi, Yoshida Tamasyo, Yoshida Tamayo, 
Yoshida Minotaro, Yoshida Tamahiko, Kiritake Kansuke, 
Yoshida Tamamichi, Yoshida Minoyuki and Yoshida Minohisa

PARCO STAGE @ONLINE
The PARCO STAGE @ONLINE project was commenced to communi-
cate the appeal of the theater and other live entertainment online. 
Responding to people’s desire to see, participate, know more about, 
and see a bit behind the 
scenes of the theater, we 
stream a variety of content, 
providing aficionados of plays 
and musicals an enjoyable 
experience and people who 
have never stepped foot in a 
theater the opportunity to 
develop a new love.

Content Development
We collaborate with other departments on a wide range of entertainment-related projects, such as gallery planning and 
management, collaboration cafes with artists and anime characters, and exhibitions.

Collaboration Cafe “THE GUEST cafe & diner”
PARCO develops cafes tied in with various content such as popular 
characters, films and anime. Featuring themed menus, the cafes 
enable customers to engage in the unique worlds of particular works. 
There are now three* in operation around the country. In 2020, we 
opened a second collaboration cafe with Jibun Tsukkomi Kuma, an 
illustrated bear that is popular as a LINE creators’ sticker. On the 
theme of coffee shops and bars, the inside is decorated with illustra-
tions drawn specifically for the cafe, which also features an original 
menu brimming with the personality of 
the character that is both fun to look at 
and delicious to eat from. The exclusive 
cafe merchandise, perfect as a gift or for 
commemorating one’s visit to the cafe, 
were also very well received.

*  Ikebukuro PARCO, Nagoya PARCO and  
Shinsaibashi 161

“TOKYO PARADE goods & cafe” Food Entertainment
“TOKYO PARADE goods & cafe” on the Shibuya PARCO 6th floor 
conveys new forms of food entertainment to foster uniqueness and 
distinctiveness found nowhere else. Focused on the authentic, it 
serves as a sacred rendezvous point for fans and content. Its first 
project after opening was a cafe called U-FES. FOOD PARADE, a 
collaboration with the video creator festival U-FES. Menu items 
devised by 19 groups of creators were reproduced in realistic form 
and original merchandise and other products also developed.

Theater

  https://stage.parco.jp/blog/detail/2335
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We operate four “CLUB QUATTRO” venues in 
Shibuya, Nagoya (Nagoya PARCO East Building 
8th floor), Hiroshima (Hiroshima PARCO Main 

Building 10th floor), and Umeda. The club books up-and-com-
ing Japanese and international artists and offers a top-quality 
live music experience. In addition, QUATTRO LABO, a music 
cafe and dining bar produced by CLUB QUATTRO, operates as 
a relaxing cafe during the day and a bar for leisurely listening 
to records at night.

CLUB QUATTRO
CLUB QUATTRO provides 
quality live music across 
genres and across the Japa-
nese/Western divide. It is 
famous as a springboard for 
new recording artists, both 
Japanese and international, 
having hosted many artists at 
an early stage in their careers 
who later went on to play at 
even larger venues.

QUATTRO LABO
QUATTRO LABO (Shibuya PARCO 1st basement floor) is a music cafe 
and bar produced by CLUB QUATTRO. The space features large 
handmade speakers, the face of the establishment, and is surrounded 
by a collection of over 3,000 records, a place for enjoying both food 
and music. As a casual cafe during the day and a discerning music bar 
at night, customers can spend a relaxing time bathed in the acoustic 
warmth of LP records.

  www.club-quattro.com

  https://quattrolabo.com/

PARCO publishes a variety of genres, from art 
books and practical guidebooks to works of 
literature. We also profile contemporary 
artists and creators active in Japan and 

overseas, hold events, and develop a wide range of projects 
tied to the works we publish.

Banksy: The Man Behind the Wall
We have published the Japanese translation 
of a critical mid-life biography of the artist 
Banksy, a carefully researched account that 
brings the artist into sharp relief. It is invalu-
able reportage for a global audience.
Author: Will Ellsworth-Jones
List price: ¥2,000 (tax exclusive)

Culture Dissemination Center and Art Space  
“GALLERY X”
GALLERY X opened at Shibuya PARCO 1st basement floor after 
relocating from Spain Hill. Presented by PARCO with borderless, 
cutting-edge curation of everything from art and culture to anime, 
gaming and music, the gallery highlights new and appealing work. In 
June 2020, it held the photo exhibition ZENGAGAGO by Tomoki 
Qwajima, which took as its subject the actress Yumi Adachi, the pho-
tographer’s wife, in 419 photos taken of their day-to-day life from 2015 
to 2020. Far removed from the polished image of Yumi Adachi as an 
actress, many of the photos portray two 
independent spirits facing off through 
the camera lens, not necessarily typical 
expressions of conjugal love, so it was 
quite an impactful exhibition for visitors.

PARCO operates the movie theaters WHITE CINE QUINTO (Shibuya 
PARCO 8th floor) and CINE QUINTO (next to Shibuya LOFT), con-
ducts film distribution, investment, acquisition and production, 
and shows a wide range of Japanese and international works.

  CINE QUINTO: www.cinequinto.com/shibuya/

  WHITE CINE QUINTO: www.cinequinto.com/white/

“The Addams Family” Distributed by PARCO
Showing Nationwide from September 25, 2020 (showing at CINE QUINTO)
The first animated film for theatrical release based on the famous comic 
“The Addams Family,” whose movie version was a major hit in the 
1990s, this horror-comedy is about a family who loves the strange and 
weird contrary to social convention, a film that can be enjoyed by all 
ages, from children to adults.
Directors: Conrad Vernon and Greg Tiernan
Voice actors:  Oscar Isaac, Charlize Theron, 

Chloe Grace Moretz,  
Finn Wolfhard, Nick Kroll and 
Bette Midler

Japanese voiceover: 
  Katsuhisa Namase, An,  

Fumi Nikaido, Ryuji Akiyama, 
LiLiCo and Shota Inoue

Distribution: PARCO, Universal Pictures

© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Addams FamilyTM Tee and Charles 
Addams Foundation. All Rights Reserved.

Publishing

  https://art.parco.jp/

Music

M
ov

ie
s

  https://publishing.parco.jp/
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Crowd Funding Service BOOSTER

BOOSTER is a mechanism that enables people and organizations that need funds for new 
challenges to raise those funds from individuals over the internet. Projects get off the ground 
with support that fuses online and real-world resources, including collaborations with PARCO 
stores, and are sent out into the world through partnerships with regular people. Jointly oper-
ated with CAMPFIRE, one of Japan’s largest crowd funding platforms, BOOSTER is being 
developed as an idea-boosting market that gives people easy access to crowd funding, the 
best in the industry.
 In addition, BOOSTER STUDIO by CAMPFIRE is now open at Shibuya PARCO on the first 
floor, a showroom for products created through crowd funding and products at the stage prior 
to development for retail stores.

  https://camp-fire.jp/booster-parco

PARCO Urban Culture Institute Seeks Out  
New Business Opportunities

The PARCO Urban Culture Institute was established in March 
2020 to seek out new business opportunities through collabo-
rations with outside resources, complementing the activities of 
the editorial department of “ACROSS,” a media outlet that 
functions as a think tank focused on Tokyo’s young people, 
fashion and culture. The institute will search for new business 
opportunities that have resonance with the 2020s, a search 
that will be promoted with a multifaceted approach that draws 
on open innovation with companies and other organizations in 
a broad range of fields.
 “ACROSS” performs a variety of surveys, studies and joint 
research here and abroad with internal and external resources 
based on fixed-point observations it started in August 1980. 
Since June 2017 it has also participated in Google Arts & Cul-
ture: We Wear Culture, a project of the non-profit Google 
Cultural Institute. For nearly 40 years, ACROSS has recorded 
the people, the streets and their fashions and communicated 
them to the world.

  www.web-across.com

Product Development Project MEETSCAL STORE 

MEETSCAL STORE develops products by drawing on its many 
connections with creators cultivated in managing its inde-
pendently curated shops. The project produces original prod-
ucts in the categories of “art,” “souvenir” and “designers” and 
products in collaboration with exhibitions at art and science 
museums. Its directly managed MEETSCAL STORE Online sells 
original products alongside products by promising young cre-
ators. In addition, in cooperation with ACID GALLERY/New Star 
from Election Co., Ltd., the project is increasing opportunities 
for product exposure in the offline world.

  www.meetscal.parco.jp

Business Collaboration Group / New Businesses

The Business Collaboration Group includes the Collaboration Business Planning Department, which creates 
new business through internal and external alliances, develops the crowd funding service BOOSTER and the 
product development project MEETSCAL STORE, and runs the PARCO Urban Culture Institute, which seeks 
out new business opportunities. Regarding specific new businesses, the PARCO Complex Business Group is 
developing a location service business, which works to generate new revenue sources and a new incentive 
to visit stores, and the New Business Promotion Group is developing SkiiMa, a working space business.

Shibuya PARCO 1st floor
BOOSTER STUDIO by CAMPFIRE

Haikei, Dick Bruna shirt ©Mercis bv
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Working Space Business SkiiMa

“Between like and like” is the concept for the community-based 
working space SkiiMa, whose first location will be in Shin-
saibashi PARCO, scheduled to open in November 2020. SkiiMa 
is a place for polishing your likes and giving them tangible 
form with your friends in the highly stimulating space of a 
commercial facility where people and goods are in constant 
interchange. Through this space, we hope to create a world 
where individuals with talent and ideas can continuously take 
on challenges.

   https://skiima.parco.jp/

Japanese restaurant zone “itadakimasu by PARCO”

Since December 2016, we have been operating “itadakimasu 
by PARCO,” a Japanese restaurant zone featuring seven 
restaurants, produced by PARCO, in the 100 AM commercial 
facility in the prominent Singapore office district of Tanjong 
Pagar. Based on the concept of “Japanese tastes every day of 
the week,” the restaurants provide authentic Japanese taste 
and quality at affordable prices. With the increase in offices 
and residents that has accompanied development in the sur-
rounding areas, the restaurants are performing steadily. The 
area was expanded in July 2019 (1st phase) and January 2020 
(2nd phase), and three new restaurants were opened.

  www.parcoitadakimasu.com

“Detective Conan Cafe in Bangkok”

“Detective Conan Cafe in Bangkok” drew rave reviews when 
it was opened in August 2018, so it was brought back for a 
second straight year in August 2019 for a limited time. The 
cafe featured menu items based on the animated “Detective 
Conan” television character, original menu items and movie 
scene cards based on the film “Detective Conan: The Fist of 
Blue Sapphire,” and numerous novelty products only avail-
able at the cafe. It was greatly enjoyed by the many custom-
ers who visited.

Overseas Business

PARCO and its subsidiary PARCO (Singapore) Pte Ltd are working together to expand business operations 
in East and Southeast Asia, leveraging the full extent of their expertise in shopping complex development 
and operations developed over the years in Japan and overseas. In recent years, PARCO has been 
leveraging its network and experience in Singapore to promote the development of “itadakimasu” 
Japanese restaurant zones in retail spaces, office buildings, hotels, and other locations in Singapore and 
neighboring countries. PARCO has also been expanding its character collaboration cafes overseas and 
providing consulting services to support their operation.

©GA/S.Y.T. ©2019 GA/DCC

Location Service Business Generates New Revenue 
and Store Visit Incentive

The Location Service Business was started in April 2020 to 
provide film and video producers locations for shooting TV 
shows, movies, commercials, magazine spreads, and promo-
tional videos. The business aims to create new value for 
PARCO facilities and diversify revenue through business utiliza-
tion of our commercial facilities outside business hours and by 
generating revenue from traditionally non-revenue zones like 
rooftops and building surroundings. The business is also 
focused on film location “pilgrimages,” a recreational activity 
popular among young 
people, as using PARCO 
facilities as filming locations 
can also be expected to 
increase visitors.

   www.parco.co.jp 
/location/
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PARCO 2020 Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter
For our 2020 seasonal campaigns, we formed a new production team after 
nearly five years working with the French creative agency M/M (Paris), from 
2014 Autumn/Winter to 2018 Spring/Summer and 2019 Autumn/Winter, and 
began developing a new visual identity for PARCO with the new production 
staff. The new seasonal campaign, “PARCO HEROES,” employs Jamie Reid, 
art director of the London fashion and culture magazine “Dazed & Confused,” 
as creative director, Frank Lebon as photographer, and Ibrahim Kamara as 
stylist. The campaign will be rolled out over the course of the year in collabora-
tion with these young, talented leaders of London’s creative scene.

  https://parco.jp/style/

“SPECIAL IN YOU.”
In 2010, PARCO launched the corporate message “LOVE HUMAN.” Staying 
true to that sentiment, from 2014 we unveiled a new corporate message, 
“SPECIAL IN YOU.” This message drives PARCO to a more powerful focus on 
incubation activities to uncover and support talent. Our 13th message fea-
tured the female rap duo chelmico, whose formation was sparked by 2014’s 
Shibukaru Festival. In the 14th message, we featured the actor Hio Miyazawa, 
who played the role of the Incan emperor Atahualpa in “Pizarro,” the first 
production staged at the newly reopened PARCO Theater.

  www.parco.co.jp/specialinyou/

Asia Fashion Collection
PARCO and Vantan Inc. are jointly involved in measures to discover and incubate 
young designers in Asia. For this collection, young designers from Japan, South 
Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand compete for the right to appear in international events 
such as the runway at the New York Fashion Week, as well as to exhibit a collection at 
PARCO. At the New York Stage held in February 2020, we held a fashion show featur-
ing seven brands by young Asian designers which was attended by around 400 
people connected with the global fashion industry. We aim to continue developing 
Asia’s fashion industry by discovering and incubating young Asian designers.

2020 Spring poster

Group photograph with participating designers of the 
February 2020 New York Stage
President Ishikawa of Vantan Inc. (center left) 
Executive Officer Mizoguchi of PARCO (center right)

13th message  
Featuring chelmico

2020 Summer poster

14th message  
Featuring Hio Miyazawa

Seasonal Ad Campaigns

Corporate Message for Discovering and Supporting New Talent

Supporting Young Designers and Artists

Produced by PARCO Brand

PARCO since its founding has not simply sold things; rather, our business has always been producing new 
ways of spending time and enjoying life. We have worked to create distinctive forms of culture as a 
communicator of new lifestyles, and this has played an important role in enhancing our corporate brand 
and differentiating “PARCO” shopping complexes from competitors.
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